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Mission
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Develop and deliver superior
training to improve safety and
performance.

2|

Vision

Unify and enhance regional
training that improves
operational consistency,
implements industry best
practices, and creates
a shared culture of
excellence.

Unified
Training
for
Regional
Excellence

• Integrity • Trust • Fun • Empower Others •
• Collaboration • Passion • Take Care of Each Other •

Values
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Total Hours of Training by all
SKCFTC Department Members
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New Consortium
Specialists: Truck/
Wildland/Rescue Boat
Operator/Engineer

New Consortium Technicians:
Rope Rescue/Confined Space/
Rescue Swimmer/Swiftwater
Rescue/Dive Rescue/Trench
Rescue/Hazardous Materials
Technician
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96

47 Graduates

From the Governance Board

Welcome to the South King County Fire Training Consortium,
As the Chair of the Governance Board, which is made up of all the
Fire Chiefs who represent the Consortium partners, I invite you to
explore the many areas that this group touches. I am truly fortunate to
associate with a group of extremely dedicated first responders. Without
question, our team of training personnel are some of the best prepared
professionals I have had the privilege to work with and serve with
during my thirty-two year fire service career.
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We are proud of this long tradition of being prepared and the high level of skill our public servants display each and
every day. This high level of consistent training offered though the South King County Fire Training Consortium
leads to world-class communities where all whom live, work, and play feel safe, valued, and respected.
I thank the communities of the King County Region for supporting their fire agencies and this Training Consortium.
With Gratitude,

Jay C. Wittwer
City of Tukwila Fire Chief
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The relationships formed are one of the greatest outcomes from these
efforts within the Consortium. The Governance Board’s focus over the
next several years is to continue to support those we have placed within the Consortium. Each Fire Chief selects
training personnel from their respective organization, who are assigned to serve for a specific time period within
this elite training group. Our Board is also exploring options that will ensure sustainability of the program. Fiscal|5 |5
responsivity is at the top of that list. We also want to ensure the quality of the program is sustainable, which also
includes options to enhance our current offerings for our partners. In recent months, we have welcomed new
partners into the Training Consortium. We are encouraged upon realization that the true benefits of these efforts
mean safety for our personnel. This provides a high degree of safety and protection to each of the communities
that we serve. We invite you to get to know our firefighters better by approaching them and asking questions. By
taking the time to understand what we do builds trust in each of the communities we serve.
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In 2018, the SKCFTC continued to manage and train
over 450 incident managers through two of our
6| 6training
blocks. Each Block reviewed and instructed
|
on a different building construction type. In Block 1 we
covered concerns at residential structures and in Block 6
incident commanders dealt with multifamily structures.
The training blocks used computer simulation software
to simulate an actual event in one of these buildings
and participants were able to coordinate resources and
assign tasks to other students in the class.

fire scenes and emergency incidents almost seamlessly.
A big part of our success comes from the establishment
of a common incident management system we call Blue
Card. This program is designed to train, evaluate and
certify fire department officers in the management and
supervision of a wide variety of emergency incidents. Its
core learning competencies assists incident managers in
organizing resources, effective communication practices,
and increases on-scene safety for all responders.

In 2018, the SKCFTC was able to get acquired commercial
Something that makes the SKCFTC special is the ability structures in Maple Valley and turn them into props to be
of the 10 fire service agencies in Zone 3 to operate on used for our Block 3: Firefighter Fundamentals. Nearly

“The drill was good and challenging. It made
us think on our feet and problem solve. As
with most consortium drills, it was also
great to work in conjunction with other area
engine companies.”
-2018 Live Fire Block Training

500 firefighters rotated through 32 training sessions
during 4 weeks of instruction. Each session was divided
into 4 different skills stations: through the lock forcible
entry, rescue saw operations, zero visibility search and
rescue, and a firefighter survival maze. These stations
reinforce skills and provide crews hands-on Firefighter
Fundamentals practice.
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Fire Operations
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This year the live fire training was held at Puget Sound
Fire Station 74. The drill was a multiple company
evolution which challenged the first arriving crews
with multiple problems to be mitigated. The scenario
was a fire in a four-story multi-family center hallway
apartment building. There was visible fire on floor two
and floor four. Crews performed fire extinguishment
multiple places, search and rescue on multiple floors,
forcible entry, ventilation and incident management
communications. Each session had two different,
challenging, and fast-moving scenarios. During the four
weeks of live fire drill, nearly 500 firefighters received
the mandatory training.

In 2018, the SKCFTC team coordinated promotional
tactical exam testing for Burien, Renton, Tukwila, and
Valley Regional Fire Authority; an important piece of
each fire department’s promotional testing process. The
officer candidates were graded and critiqued by assessors
through a tactical simulation with live role players. A
simulated command post was placed in front of the
computer simulation designed to respond differently
based on tactics employed. Each candidate was graded
by a panel of independent assessors based on several
pre-determined criteria.
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In 2018 there was a devastating record of acres burned
by wildfires, raising concern for local urban interface
agencies to address an increasing threat profile for
wildland firefighting. The Consortium provided a weeklong, 10 session training drill bringing in a private
instructor who put together a special lesson / drill plan.
Alongside a local wildland instructor, they taught duty
crews how to recognize dangers, prepare structures, and
attempt to reduce damage done by wildfires in the urban
interface.

Engineer & Driver Training

a day of driving cone courses. This course builds
the recruits’ ability to maneuver the apparatus in a
controlled environment. EVIP is mandated by the
State of Washington to comply with the emergency
vehicle exemption from Washington State Patrol’s
Commercial Driver License (CDL) requirements that
would otherwise be required for driving vehicles of this
size. SKCFTC Engineer Trainers provided a great deal
of classroom instruction as well as practical evolution
assistance to academies #5 and #6. Engineer Trainers
gave lectures on basic hose, water supply, fire streams,
and apparatus checks. To assist in “real life” training
for the recruits, engineer training officers acted as the
engineer for their advanced hose evolutions, multiple
company operations, and live fire exercises in North
Bend. For their IFSAC Firefighter I and II test prep,
SKCFTC Recruit Academies #5 and #6 received these training officers provided instruction on foam
two days of Emergency Vehicle Incident Prevention and initial company operations.
(EVIP) training; a day of classroom instruction, and
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At the beginning of October 2018, your SKCFTC
Engineer Training Officers finished the second of two
annual pump academies; 32 students representing 7
fire departments completed the academies. Our twoweek, 80-hour pump academy extensively covered
classroom topics (such as diesel engines, air brakes,
apparatus safety, hydraulics, and fire pump theory),
practical evolutions (including pumping to multiple
lines, standpipe operations, drafting, relay operations,
supplying a ladder truck, and time with the pump
simulator) and time at the Puget Sound Fire Garage.
Throughout the Pump Academy, engines from each
fire department were used. This provided
8| 8represented
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valuable hands-on training for students. The academy
concluded with the IFSAC Driver/Operator exam.

In 2018, an EVIP case study was developed and assigned
as a 3rd quarter training requirement. Also, the King
County International Airport ARFF deputies worked
with the Consortium Engineers to develop their EVIP
curriculum within eLogic.
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“This is a tremendously valuable piece
of equipment to simulate a real pumping
scenario. Great experience is gained where
an operator can see what happens in
different situations. Thank you to the skilled
operators that brought it up to our station!”
- Pump Simulator
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Your engineer trainers also developed lesson plans for
engineer training at the crew level to coincide with
Quarterly, Block, and Blue Card training. Curriculum
developed included skills in the foam proportioner,
foam eductor, pumping to a standpipe, pumping to a
ground monitor/Blitzfire, wyed lines, pre-connects, and
Throughout 2018, a total of 31 firefighter/engineers multiple lines.
managed simulated scenarios including multiple hose
|9 |9
lines, kinked lines, burst lines, and a loss of supply. Consortium Engineer Training Officers assisted in the
During these scenarios, students managed hose lines transition for Maple Valley and Puget Sound Engineers
while communicating with crews and command via during their merger; developing cross training for the
radio. If crews would like to use the pump simulator this Sutphen, Pierce Enforcer, and Quantum engines. This
year, it can be requested and the engineer trainers will training, along with apparatus task books and manuals,
go out to fire stations for the scheduled training session. were made available on eLogic.

Professional Development
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We have continued to offer professional development
opportunities for members of the South King County
Fire Training Consortium. In 2018, for the first time,
we offered a three-day Company Officer Academy.
Some of the topics that were covered included report
writing, organizational structure, leadership training
with simulations, and developing tactical templates. The
information that was shared with our newest leaders
will be invaluable to their officer development. This was
by respected senior leadership from agencies
10| 10presented
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within the Consortium. The Battalion Chief Academy is
for Company Officers who have completed their Acting

BC task book. The information that is shared is to better
prepare the new Acting Battalion Chief or new Battalion
Chief for this position. It covers information such as
counseling, IAPs, report writing, and King County
Model Procedures. In early September we offer a one
day in-service course for all current Battalion Chiefs and
Acting Battalion Chiefs. This day long class is repeated
several times to cover the different shift schedules. The
intent of the training is to provide a consistent message
to the Battalion Chiefs. Topics that were covered this
year included a class from Seattle Fire Department on
electrical vault emergencies, active shooter, and MCI

“This class was gold. I’d take it annually if I could. I’ve often
felt that, at least with my department, there is a giant gap
between the jump seat and the front seat. We prepare our
new guys now with an academy, pump classes, step evals,
etc. Our officers glean what they can on the job and if you do
good on a test, here’s your red helmet. Thank you to everyone
for helping prepare me to be a smarter company officer some
day.”
-2018 Company Officer Academy

“Loved this, great first hand information
and practical skills practice was perfect.
This gave people the tools to be successful
with coaching and counseling.”
-2018 Company Officer Academy

management from King County Medics, “Servant
Leadership” from John Norlin, and updates to zone
coordination and King County Model procedures. This
common training delivery has the added benefit of
better inter-operability within Zone 3. This also lends
itself to safer operations during the emergency incidents
in which we respond together.
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had an increase in the number of students instructed.
This was accomplished with dedicated academy
instructors, training officers, staff from the Consortium,
and the support of facilities and IT divisions. The Zone
3 Fire Explorers and Bates Technical College programs
offer assistance during live fire training days and IFSAC
testing. There are many people that contribute to the
success of our recruit fire fighters as we prepare them
We not only prepare our future leaders to be successful, for Fire Operations in their respective departments.
but we start with our recruit fire fighters and prepare
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them to become Journeyman Fire Fighters and apparatus
operators/engineers. Both Recruit Academies #5 and #6

Truck training in 2018 included two Truck Academies
and four quarterly drills. The two Truck Academies
trained 25 firefighters for specialized Truck Operations
on emergency scenes. Both academies were held at the
Station 74 drill ground, each for a week long academy.
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Truck Training

The four quarterly Truck Drills trained Zone 3 ladder
trucks on uniform operations. The first quarter drill
used the new 20 story high rise in Tukwila for high
rise operations including lobby control and elevator
King County Metro provided an acquired
12| 12operations.
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structure for fourth quarter drill. Truck companies had
stations for Louver-In-Lieu ventilation operations and
oriented searches.

Confined Space Rescue (CSR) held an initial certification class in October which included two South Kitsap
Firefighters. Class was held in Burien/North Highline
fire stations and practical stations were in Gig Harbor
and Mountain View. Annual CSR drill was held at a City
of Kent water valve vault on Kent East Hill and at Station
29 in Burien with an original prop.

The Rope Rescue cadre held an Inital Rope Rescue class
in May and additionally organized four quarterly drills
covering annual recertification standards. Locations for
quarterlies included Station 28 in Burien, Green River
gorge, a medium and high angle stokes site in Auburn,
and at the White River Amphitheater also in Auburn.
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Technical Rescue
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The Consortium continues to work toward creating and
The annual Trench Rescue Drill was held at J.R. Hayes in implementing training for Rescue and Squad units. The
September. J.R. Hayes generously excavated a trench for implementation of Rescue and Squad units accomplishes
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the goals of the white paper on technical rescue response
technicians to practice trench rescue techniques.
in Zone 3 which dispatches a more appropriate number
of units with personnel equipped with a known level of
training.

Water Operations
“Very well run course. The mix of outstanding
instruction and plenty of hands on practice made
the skill progression very natural. From day one to
day three I progressively felt more confident and
comfortable in the water and with the techniques.”
-Rescue Swimmer Initial Training
The Training Report

close to the same as possible. The teams completed 20
days of dive training together, in addition to numerous
other dives as individual teams. These dive training
events included: SCUBA Basic Skills, Current Dive,
Search Patterns, Navigation Dive, and participation in
The Rescue Swimmer program completed five the First Arriving Crew Scenario Drill.
different training events in 2018, including the annual
IADRS Watermanship Test, Pool Skills, Lake Skills, Twenty-six new Swiftwater Rescue Technicians were
Initial Qualification Course, and a First Arriving certified through Rescue 3 International for initial
Crew Scenario Drill. Fifteen new Rescue Swimmers training in April and December. In addition, in March
14| 14|
completed their initial qualification. The First Arriving there were 15 technicians that became Advanced
Crew Scenario Drill had 84 participants at 4 different Swiftwater 2 certified. Quarterly training skills included
lakes in South King County. This drill provided crews annual basic skills, raft training, and scenario-based
a realistic scenario arriving to a drowning incident that drills.
would involve rescue swimmers and dive teams from
Renton and VRFA as the scenario evolved. Moving into Consortium departments had 17 new members qualify
2019, the program will streamline training by following as Rescue Boat Operators or Agile Crews during 3 days
a newly implemented “Best Practices” document.
of training on Lake Washington, the Green River, and
the Snoqualmie River. Forty members also participated
The Dive Program for Renton and VRFA continues to in the annual RBO training at Gene Coulon Park. The
align equipment and training efforts. Future equipment Consortium and Vashon Island Fire conducted training
purchases, and equipment set-ups will continue to be as in September specific to their island rescue program.
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The Zone 3 Rescue Swimmer program grew from 108
to 114 swimmers in 2018 represented by Puget Sound,
South King, Renton, Burien, North Highline, Enumclaw,
and Vashon Island.

unknown substance type calls, Hazmat IQ, Hazmat
identification, training at SeaTac Airport on airline
Hazmat, Zone 1 interoperability, more decontamination,
and an opioid/ fentanyl workshop.
|15 |15

“This was a VERY informative class. We don’t typically
get formal training on these types of emergencies when
going through the acting company officer task book. So
as a newer acting officer, this was very beneficial for me.
I’d love to see a refresher on this every year or two. Great
stuff!!!”
-2018 HazMat Ops Mini-Block Training

Hazardous Materials
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Operations level folks were able to participate in a Block
training which was put on by Puget Sound Energy
and consisted of a table top exercise and how to better
improve our responses to natural gas emergencies.
There was also an ERG refresher training module sent
out online as well as a general hazmat response video.
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It was another exciting and complete year for Hazmat
Training in the Consortium! The technicians enjoyed a
full 2 day Block Training at the beginning of 2018 which
included topics such as fentanyl taught by the FBI,
radioactive responses taught by the 10th Civil Support
Team out of Camp Murray, improved decontamination
methods, as well as going over command functions
during a hazmat incident. In addition to the annual
requirements, the technicians had training almost every
Saturday in 2018 with topics covering Rescue and RIT
activations during Hazmat calls, white powder and

The EMS Training Division delivered the annual EMS
training through the Skills Assessment Workshop held
in the Spring. This year we reached over 400 EMT’s
through this coordinated training, with the goal of
bringing EMT’s together to receive consistent training,
practice annual skills, and receive countywide protocol
updates.
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Emergency Medicine

One of the critical steps in completing the feedback loop
for EMT’s is post-incident follow up. The EMS Training
Division assists in this process by providing patient
outcomes, CPR reviews, and stroke patient hospital
treatment updates. This is coordinated with the South
King County Medics who deliver quarterly Run Review
16| 16|
classes to each department.

The EMT Academy has the goal of making “street ready”
EMT’s that are versed in the basic skills of an EMT as well
as King County protocols. The program structure is a 5
week intensive program for new and seasoned EMTs. In
addition to the state required Emergency Department
observations, recruits take part in BLS ride alongs with
their own departments to observe field EMS in action.

The EMT Academy has become the best practice model
that King County uses for its 5 week intensive programs.
The Academy is run by a Senior EMS instructor and uses
a daily cadre of instructors maintaining the standard
6:1 recruit to instructor ratio. Lecturers included active
EMTs, King County Medics, and subject matter experts.
In 2018, there were 2 EMT Academies, embedded in
Recruit Academies #5 and #6 graduating 23 and 24
As more EMTs affiliate with SKCFTC, the EMS Training recruits respectively. Recruits have represented multiple
Division is building a consistent tracking system that will departments in the Consortium.
improve training and recertifying career and volunteer
EMTs.

Center in 2019.
Part of Health and Wellness mission for our departments
is to keep firefighters physically able to do their tasks
in the field. Ten recruits were assisted during Academy
so they could continue in the Academy with little to
no down time. More than 65 firefighters from member
departments were assisted to improve their fitness,
behavioral, and/or emotional issues. Several of these
firefighters were candidates for health analysis and
wellness recommendations through PotenRX and P3.

Health & Wellness
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During the EMT Skills Assessment Workshop, the
Wellness Station delivered pre-loaded information on
fitness and self-care to over 400 Consortium Department
members.
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Health and Wellness for the Consortium was busy, most
formidably opening the first Fitness Training Center in
the state of Washington. The Consortium Fitness Center
was opened August 5th with aims to assist firefighters
back to duty, train crews on equipment and fitness
regiments, and provide a center for staff in the facility.
With the guidance of our Health and Wellness program,
four Consortium departments received hands-on
training for fitness and purchased workout equipment
based on those recommendations. Immediately after
opening the Training Center, John Hofman taught the
first Injury Prevention Class for firefighters and police
officers. Consortium chiefs toured the facility and were
instructed on the IAFF Wellness Fitness Initiative.
Captain Steve Rawson secured a $42,900 grant from
FEMA for additional workout equipment for the Fitness
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From the Chief’s Desk
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The South King County Fire Training
Consortium is fueled by the men and
women who work here. We are a reflection
of the Operations Divisions that we serve,
and as Ops drives Training, so too does
Training drive Ops. That circle is made
easier by the nearly constant exchange
of personnel between the two Divisions
in each of our agencies. As 2018 closed,
we sent Captain (and now BC!) Jason
Konieczka back to Tukwila, Captain Joe
Kupferling back to Burien, Lieutenant
Dan Powell back to Renton and Engineer
Dave Little back to Puget Sound Fire.
Their contributions to Training are
innumerable, and they now join a lengthy
list of SKCFTC alumni who have helped
to shape today’s Training Division. I have

become increasingly grateful for the work
product that was installed here by so
many of you in the past ten years. Our
best practices, task manuals and programs
were not purchased; they were built here
by men and women who served their
terms in Training. You know who you are,
and your work is appreciated!
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Brian Carson
Deputy Chief of Training
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So as we build on the foundation and
look to the future, our Training staff
seeks to make the product just a little
better during our ‘watch’. And we focus
always on the ‘why’: best practices that
drive operational consistency to promote
firefighter safety and effectiveness. That
same ‘why’ has led the Administrative
Board, your Fire Chiefs, to expand the

SKCFTC in 2019. Eastside and Mountain
View Fire have joined us effective January
1st; South King and Snoqualmie Fire
will join in July. These agencies represent
four enormous auto-aid borders, and
hundreds of auto-aid alarms. I’m excited
to welcome their Chiefs to the Admin
Board, their TOs to the Consortium, and
their members to our drills and classes.
We will all make each other better. Change
is difficult, and growth brings challenges.|19 |19
I thank you in advance for your support
and encouragement as we grow to serve
you better!
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Organization Chart
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1124
Firefighters
12
Departments

Brian Carson
Deputy Chief of Training
253.856.4382
bcarson@skcftc.org
Tina Williamson
Administrative Supervisor
253.856.4406
twilliamson@skcftc.org
Alexandra Novotny
Administrative Support II
253.856.4337
anovotny@skcftc.org
Rick Cox
Battalian Chief
253.856.4487
pcox@skcftc.org
Bill Mack
Battalian Chief
253.856.4386
bmack@skcftc.org

John Bloomer
Captain
253.263.2773
jbloomer@enumclawfire.org
Ernie Brown
Captain
253.856.4384
ebrown@skcftc.org

Scott Galassi
Captain
sgalassi@skcftc.org
Mike Geppert
Captain
253.8564338
mgeppert@skcftc.org
Jason Herman
Captain
253.856.4325
jherman@skcftc.org
Dawn Judkins
Captain
253.856.4322
djudkins@skcftc.org
Ron Lowe
Captain
253.856.4329
rlowe@skcftc.org
John Madden
Captain
253.856.4339
jmadden@skcftc.org
Berlin Maza
Engineer
253.856.4383
bmaza@skcftc.org
Jerry Montiel
Engineer
253.856.4341
jmontiel@skcftc.org

Directory

Steve Parsons
Engineer
253.856.4335
sparsons@skcftc.org
Stephen Rawson
Captain
253.856.4361
srawson@skcftc.org
Bill Rodal
Captain
253.856.4340
brodal@skcftc.org
Ryan Simonds
Captain
rsimonds@skcftc.org
Caitlin St. Clair
Engineer
253.856.4346
cstclair@skcftc.org
Dustin Trout
Lieutenant
dtrout@skcftc.org
Tracy Wyckoff
Captain
206.772.1430
twyckoff@kcfd20.org
Dennis Young
Captain
253.856.4332
dyoung@pugetsoundfire.org
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Dave Augenstein
Captain
253.856.4344
daugenstein@skcftc.org

Cari Coll
Battalian Chief
ccoll@vifr.org

Ryan Morgan
Lieutenant
253.856.4327
rmorgan@skcftc.org
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Sean Penwell
Battalian Chief
253.856.4333
spenwell@pugetsoundfire.org

Rod Carlson
Captain
rcarlson@skcftc.org
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